FRENCH TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP
Integrating Contemporary French and Francophone Culture in the Classroom

University of Memphis
Jones Hall 249
Memphis, TN 38152

Georgia State University – CULTR
25 Park Place, Atlanta, GA 30303
Room 1909

Tuesday, March 5
9 :00 – 4 :00

Wednesday, March 6
9:00 – 4:00

Workshops will be held in French
Presenter: Mr. Pierre-Yves ROUX, responsable de l’unité expertise et qualité (département langue
française Centre international d’études pédagogiques)
Duration: 1 day - 6 hours
Public: teachers of French as a Foreign Language ; training is especially relevant to teachers of AP
French but is open to all teachers who wish to integrate more cultural aspects into their class
Topic: we cannot imagine teaching and learning a foreign language without bringing a particular focus to
the associated culture, ensuring that our methods are integrated with the real culture at hand. This training
will identify the main challenges encountered by French teachers in this domain, and propose pedagogic
methods and concrete educational activities for overcoming such challenges. The session will thus serve
as an opportunity for discovery and updating of teacher knowledge and resources, but also a chance for
reflection on the cultural identities in the contemporary French/Francophone world, as well as their role in
the French classroom.
Content: We will engage the below questions and themes in the following order :








Why include culture in a French class?
Deconstructing stereotypes
Thematic activities for the classroom :
o The family, a dynamic and evolving concept
o Between beautiful neighborhoods and the banlieues
o A French perspective on environmental conservation
o French technological innovation: new technology and its societal role, etc.
Presentation of contemporary literature allowing for cultural discovery
An Escape Game for discovering French and Francophone culture
In conclusion : take-aways from the training ; concepts and methodologies

Format: this training will emphasize practical techniques and include guided presentation of associated
tools for the classroom. It will alternate between plenary presentations and work and reflection in smaller
groups.

